
 

 

Advance Diploma in Wedding Management

Due to the increased demand to choose wedding planning as a profession, there 
are many courses being designed specifically for the same. A diploma in wedding 
planning is a specialized course that helps you to gain knowledge about the 
industry in a very clear and efficient way. I
requirements vary from institute to institute. Usually, the eligibility to join the 
course is the 12th pass. Some institutes prefer graduates for this course. But 
usually, you can take up this course simultaneously with y
timings are flexible. You can either take your classes on weekends or weekdays.

The important thing you should notice is the on
institute. A good institute will help its students to get internships after the course 
is completed 

 

Advanced Diploma in Event Management S

Syllabus of Event Management as prescribed by various Universities and Colleges.

Sem. I 

Subjects of Study 

Leisure Marketing & Advertising

Event Concepts 

Event Planning 

Costing & Budgeting 

Business Communication 

Hospitality & F&B 
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Advanced Diploma in Event Management Syllabus 

Syllabus of Event Management as prescribed by various Universities and Colleges.
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Sports Management 

Business Quantification 

Brand Managemen 

Sem. II 

Team Management 

Proposals & Sales 

Public Relations 

Sponsorship & Endorsement

Media Studies 

Event Production 

Research Methods 

Event Design & Themes 

Internship 
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